Journeys Grade 3 – March 14 - 18, 2016

Week 22– Target Skill – Compare and Contrast; Author’s Word Choice

Target Strategy – Visualize

Day 1 - Monday, March 14, 2016

Teachers Manual pgs T102-T125

Listen to story – The Journey: Stories of Migration

Genre –Informational Text

Essential question – Why do animals migrate to other places?

Daily Proofreading – pg T125

Warm-up Wordplay

Phonemic Awareness

Daily High Frequency Words – use Vocab cards

Daily Vocab Boost

Teacher Read Aloud – The Taste of Hope, pg T104-T105; Introduce Oral Vocab, Listening Comprehension

Phonics – Spelling Changes: -s, -es, -ed, -ing; pg T106-T107; Assign R.N. pg 103

Target Skill – Compare and Contrast; pg T110 , Discussion

Target Strategy – Visualize; Pg T110, Discussion

Preview the Topic – Animal Migration; pg T111, Discussion

Grammar – Making Comparisons; pg T124; Assign R.N. pg 104

Spelling – Changing Final y to i; pg T124; R.N. pg 106
Day 2 – Tuesday, March 15, 2016

Teachers Manual pgs T126-T133

Read Aloud the story- The Journey: Stories of Migration

Use Retell Cards

Daily Proofreading pg T133

Warm-up Wordplay

Daily Phonics

Daily High Frequency Words – Use Vocab cards

Daily Vocab Boost

Dig Deeper –How to Analyze Text, Text-Based Comprehension, Terms about Informational Text; T128-T129; Discussion

Spelling – Review; pg T132

Grammar – Making Comparisons; pg T132; R.N. pg 105

Narrative Writing – Focus Trait: Word Choice, pg T133; Discussion; Assign R.N. pg 107
Day 3 – Wednesday, March 16, 2016

Teachers Manual pgs T134-T143

Silent Read – *The Journey: Stories of Migration*

    Use Retell Cards
    Assign R.N. pgs 109-110

Daily Proofreading pg T143

Warm-up Wordplay

Daily Phonics

Daily High Frequency Words – Word Cards

Daily Vocab Boost,

Phonics – Less Common Plurals pg T136; Assign R.N. pg 108

Fluency – Phrasing; pg T137; Discussion

Apply Vocabulary Knowledge – Target Vocabulary, Review; Shades of Meaning; pg T140-T141; Discussion

Spelling – Review spelling words; pg T142; R.N. pg 112

Grammar – Making Comparisons; pg T142; Assign R.N. pg 111
Day 4 – Thursday, March 17, 2016

Teachers Manual pg T144-T151

Review *The Journey: Stories of Migration*

  Use Retell Cards

  Daily Proofreading pg T151

Warm-up Wordplay

Daily Phonics

Daily High Frequency Words – Use word cards

Daily Vocab Boost

Read *The Grasshopper and the Ant*; pgs T146-T147; Discussion

Vocab Strategies – Word Roots, pg T148-T149; Discussion; Assign R.N. pg 113

Grammar – Spiral review: Adjectives and Articles, pg T150; Assign R.N. pg 114

Spelling – Assign R.N. pg 115
Day 5 – Friday, March 18, 2016

Teachers Manual pg T152-T157

Warm-up Wordplay

Daily Phonics

Daily Vocab Boost

Extend the Topics – Domain Specific Vocabulary, Introduce Words about the Topic; pgs T154; Discussion (Do not need to do 4 square map)

Grammar – Weekly Review: Making Comparisons; T156-T157; Also in Student Text pgs 264-265; Assign R.N. pg 116

Spelling Test

Week 22 Assessment

Vocabulary Reader – Flight of the Swallows